Call for Papers

Human Informatics: Sociological and Technical Perspectives
Blockchain Technologies & Applications

18th NETTIES Conference
(Network Entities) IAFeS - International Association for eScience
in collaboration with „Institute for Human Informatics“ Vienna and BEKO

Vienna, September 10 – 12, 2020

Distinguished Colleagues,

IAFeS - International Association for Sciences hase the pleasure of inviting you to submit your scientific work for the NETTIES (Network Entities) Conference 2020 in Vienna September 10th – 12th 2020.

All accepted papers will be published as a special publication with an ISBN number. Author will be sent a printed copy of the publication after the conference.

Supporting the concept of interdisciplinarity, we welcome submissions in all academic fields. The subject is:

**Human Informatics: Sociological and Technical Perspectives**
Blockchain Technologies & Applications

Researchers from all fields are welcome to present their work from areas such as Law, Ethics, Philosophy, Psychology, Economics, Theology, Engineering and more. The conference subject should be an interplay of Society, Education, ICT and Philosophy

[https://www.iafes.net/18th-netties-conference](https://www.iafes.net/18th-netties-conference)
**Application**
Send your ideas in the form of a short abstract before May 1st 2020 to johann@johannguenther.at
The length of the initial application should be no more than one side of A4.

**Agenda**
September 9  
Arriving  
Evening “Get together”

September 10  
Official Opening  
Key Note  
Presentations  
Evening: Conference dinner

September 11  
Keynote  
Presentations  
Closing of conference  
„Boardmeeting“ of IAFeS  
„General Assembly“ for all members of IAFeS

September 12  
Guided City Tour

September 13  
departure

**Target groups**
Academics, educators, innovators, entrepreneurs, from business field and many more.  
The aim is for members of these target groups to begin a dialogue under the umbrella of the conference title.

**Fee**
Registration and Administration:
- 50 Euro  
- 20 Euro for students  
IAFeS members: free of charge
Food during the conference and the city tour are included.

**Event location**
The conference will take place at the Vienna Marriott Hotel in the center of Vienna.
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